Enrolment in single courses must be submitted before the beginning of the lessons of the semester in which the exam belongs to. (We remind you that the Academic year is divided in two semesters).

Please check in the course options website in which semester your exams are located, in regard to your year of enrolment.

- Home page: [www.univr.it](http://www.univr.it)
- “Didattica e offerta formativa” (course options)

On Courses Catalogue you will find the full list of the courses offered at the University of Verona. Select your Academic year, and fill the blank spaces according to your preferences. More information will be added and more detailed the result will be: fill the space with the COURSE NAME (adding this symbol in the end “%”) otherwise you can fill ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE’S space. If you add the ACADEMIC LEVEL (undergraduate; postgraduate) you will be able to restrict your research.

Otherwise:
Then click on the exam that you are interested in and a new information mask will appear. For example, if you click on “Basic Information Technology SC ()” you will see this mask:
In this page you will find the Academic Year (2014/15) in which this teaching is available, training credits (ECTS): 6, disciplinary sector: INF/01; these information must be specified in the single course’s application form. “Periodo” (period) means semester.

If the semester is not indicated, the form must be presented before the teaching period of the First Semester.

The teachings are also shown in the home page, following these few steps:

From the home page open “Teaching and courses”, then choose an undergraduate or postgraduate course available and from each link click on the term: COURSES

Example:

On the left side of the web page, you can find the teaching’s list in each semester. Even here, it’s possible to click in each exams to obtain more information about it.
Be careful to write the complete and correct name of the exam on the Single Corse’s application form! Example: NOT “Geografia” but “Geografia BC (i)”